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A Historical Overview on the Moral 
Education in Japan 
Minoru ISHIZUKI 
Before the Meiji Restration of 1868， there had been 
of feudal ism. Part icular ly， in Tokugawa-per iod (that is 
1600 to 1868)， the government of the Tokugawa Shogunal 




author i ty， 
over the 
This Shougunal government had had a highly centralized power. 
Under its span of control， there were many feudal clans. Each clean 
was just like mini-size country. During the Tokugawa-period， there 
were less than 300 clans. Such feudal clans were called Hans， In 
Japanese. Each clan was ruled by its own lord， Daimyo in Japanese， 
who acted as servant of the Shogun. But， on the other hand， they 
were semi-autonomous principalities. And the degree of their 
freedom of action was depending upon their size， wealth， and 
relationship to the Shogun. Each of them had their own laws and 
customs. Consequently， in Tokugawa-era， Japan had been splitted 
into many small-size countries. And， whole of the people had to 
live within this Han-system， and could not move freely beyond the 
boundary of the clans. Therefore， the geographical C or horizontal 
mobility was strictly restricted. So， we can see that Tokugawa 
feudal Japan was very static. 
Alongside with this horizontal closing and， static character， 
there was also very rigid division of social classes. This can be 
called the vertical closing. In that society， social stratification 
was considered of four classes， those were warrior， peasant， 
artisan， and merchant. 
The warrior， Samurai or Bushi 
class. The other three， called 









The value system of that whole society was deeply influenced by 
Confucianism. Both classes of samurai and heimin were under the 
principle of absolute loyalty to one's superior， and this moral 
principle was considered the supreme virtue. But in the case of 
samurai， the core part of moral principle was absolute obedience to 
their lord and how to be suitable ruler for heimin. On the other 
hand， the heimin-class was expected the characteristic of the 
absolute subordination to the samurai-class. 
In such society， the education of these two classes was 
completely different and divided， and schools of each class had 
nothing to do with the other class's. And also educational ctance 
for the mass wasョextremelyrestricted. 
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Roughly speaking， in Tokugawa feudal Japan， there were three 
kinds of schools from the standpoint of the social class. One is 
samurai school， and another one is common'people's school， and the 
third one is co-educational (that is to say， samurai and common 
people) school. 
For samurai， there were two kinds of schools， one was Tycoon's 
central school. This was established at Edo， now Tokyo， in 1630， by 
Shougunal government. This school， in Japanese called Shoheiko， was 
the educational and academic center in Japan， whole of the education 
and learning in this school was to study the classics of Confucian-
ism. This school had lasted until the fall of Shogunal government 
in 1868. Beside with this school， in 1850's Shogunal government 
established an institution of western learning of western style 
medical or military schools. 
The second type of samurai schools "were clan schools， that is 
called Hanko， in Japanese. Each clan had such school usually， so the 
number、sof this schools were nearly about 250. Whole of those 
schools were established and maintained after the model of Shogunal 
schools. That is to say， classics of confucianism and military 
training were the main educはtionalcontents of these schools. 
Samurai class could learn in those schools in free， they were 
ordered by clan governments to study at this schools compulsory 
without any fees. This free education was also the same in the case 
of Shogunal schools. 
In the case of com;mon peop!e， there were schools called 
Terakoya. These schools were not so high level， only lower 
elementary education such as three R's and moral education. Pupils 
had to pay fees， because this kinds of schools were completely 
private and independent.y Shogunal government and clan government 
did not aid or any interfere in Terakoya. 
The third type were the schools something like a super social 
classes. These were completely private schools， called Shijuku in 
Japanese， and another one was partly official and partly private 
schools， called Goko. These two kinds of schools were very peculiar 
and had much histor ical mean ing. Because， in stat ic and restr icted 
feudal society， these schools were the only open society on the 
field of education 
Anyway， this is the rough explanation of school system in 
feudal Japan. In Tokugawa-era， education was synonymous with moral 
education. Because， in a feudal society in general， the vertical 
system of order was basic， so， the aims of education was to make the 
people adapted to its order and sent their lives suitable for each 
social-class. This purpose and function was not confined only in 
schools， but also in family and social life itself. 
But when we compare the Japanese schools in feudal 
western countries in late eighteenth century and first 
era with 
half of 
nineteenth century， the Japanese schools were not 50 much oriented 
to only moral education. 
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rhat is to say， tradi¥ionally， Japanese schools were viewed as 
the place to get the meri"ts. Here， 1 used the word 'merits'. 1 
mean， social political personal merit. This merit was something 
like practical one. In political meaning， schools were used as a 
means to keep feudal order， or as an agency to get social stability. 
From Meiji Restration， schools has been oriented for utility， 
particularly by national government. 
After the Restration of 1868， the political system of Japan had 
greatly changed. Politically， Han-system under Shogunal government 
has been changed into highly centralized system of Emperor's 
government. The most important problem for the Meiji-government was 
to protect the nation against the external pressure from western 
countries， to keep the national independence， and to attain the 
national growth and development. 
To achieve this purpose， Emperor 
employed the measure calculated to enrich 
Under this national policy， they adopted 
westernization and modernization. 
and His government had 
and strength the country. 
the plan of large-scale 
Not only government circle but also a great number、s of people 
saw that westernization was quite the same with the modernization. 
On such condition， new educational system was constructed. The aim 
of new national education was to make a person who had a strong 
spirit of nationalism， that is to say， a strong feeling and 
consciousness for nation. In accordance with this， at the beginning 
of the formation of national system of education in 1872， it was 
emphasized that the aim of modern education was to make the growth 
of each individual. Of course， behind such emphasis there was a 
belief that strong and wealthy nation could depend upon the 
development of each national people. 
In this 1872， Government issued "Education Order". In this 
Order， it was emphasized that education had to be changed from old 
one. That is to say， from the metaphysical studies to the 
practical studies which will be useful for daily life and practical 
activities of human life， from the education for upper class to the 
education for al1， and from the education for particular status to 
the education for personal success and wealth， and so on. 
Such a new idea means that the possibility for upward mobility 
in society becomes large and larger， and education is the only means 
to attain of it. ConseQuently， in 1870's school education had been 
overtoned with its intellectual instruction more than moral educa-
tion. Of course， there was a subject of moral education， that was 
called Shushin， but its position within the curriculum was not so 
high compare with other intellectual subjects. And the contents of 
moral education was strongly influenced by western civic education. 
But， from the beginning of 1880's onwards， the criticism and 
disapproval against such a westernized education became strong， and 
with the change of national pol，icy of government， moral education 
was located at the central and supreme position in the school 
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education， and it had been expected the best means to make the 
nationalistic persons. Large part of contents in moral education 
was occupied with the absolute loyalty to the Emperor and national 
government which was deeply connected with Confucianism. 
In "Imperial Rescript on Education" of 1890， it was emphasized 
that direction. This Rescript did not so much accentuate ultra-
nationalism， but stressed upon only ordinary and universal virtue of 
human life. 
On t he ot her han d， i t emphas i zed 
parents， submission to authority， and 
strong feeling for the State. 
Certainly， this Rescript was a product of compromise between 
the conservatives and the leaders of enlightment. So， we can see 
this Rescript as a conglomer、ationof old and new virtue. 
But from 1890's to 1945， not only moral education in schools 
but also all of the education in society has been controlled and 
promoted by this Rescript. 
The subject of moral education， Shushin， occupied the foremost 
position in school education. In pre-war Japan， the educational 
contents in pr imary and secondary school s were decided" in every 
. particular by the Ministry of Education. Besides this" text-books 
were only one which had been complied and published by the Ministry 
of Education exclusively~ 
So， the impact and effect of this Rescript and Shushin 
school education had been .gigantic until the fall of militarism 
ultranationalism. 
The reason of it could be explained from two sides. 
shall 1 say， the inner reason， that is， the basic plinciple 
Rescript. And the other is the outer one， this 1 mean， the ways 
managing of it. 
The underlying tone of the Rescript was to foster and strength-
en the spilit of loyalty and patriotic sentiment. Particularly， it 
emphasized filial piety to parents and loyalty to Emperor. This 
denotes psudo-family state， just like the Emperor is a father and 
nation-peole are children. This means psudo-family state， and this 
kind of thinking has been traditional and typical trait of Japanese 
culture. 
Besides with this problem， we must pay attention to the ways of 
managing of the Rescript. Before the World War Two， the copy of this 
Rescript and the photograph of Emperor and Empress were distributed 
to every school in all over the country. And， at the school 
ceremonies， for example， Emperor's birth-day， new year day， or the 
anniversary day of the founding of each school， it was read by 
principal before pupil and students. And it had been the first duty 
of each principal to keep and protect this Rescript and photographs. 
In fact， there were many principals who had to resign or killed 
themselves to take the responsibility for misreading it or failing 
















After the war， the ed~cational system， aim， principles， and 
contents of education were revolutionary changed. Under the new 
conditions of Japanese education， the situation of moral education 
also have greatly been transformed. It was a reflection of the 
great changes of school education itself. 
By the Fundamental Law of Education of 1947， aim or new 
education has been prescribed as "to contribute to the peace of the 
world and welfare of humanity by building a democratic and cultural 
state. ... to esteem individual dignity and endeavour to bring up 
the people who love truth and peace. " In the Article 1， it is 
written as such， "Education shall aim at the full development of 
personality striving for the rearing of the people， sound in mind 
and body， w'ho shall love truth and justice， esteem individual value， 
respect labour and have a deep sense of responsibility， and be 
imbued with the independent spirit， as builders of the peaceful 
state and society". 
Under this basic 
education in school has 
such; 
1. Abolition of subject of moral education， that was called shushin 
as 1 have already mentioned， for the reason that it had been 
used as the central means to lead the people towards the road to 
ultranationalism， militarism， and jingoism. 
2. Moral education should be carried out within whole of the school 
subjects not only social studies which has been鋪 newly adopted 
after 1947 but also many other subjects and school activities. 
3. Moral education should be promoted on the basis of pupil's 
practical 'experience and action in daily life. So， moral 
education must be done on the strong connection with the pupil 's 
conducts and experience within and out of school. 
After several years of establishment and starting of new 
educational system， there arose an acute controversy concerning on 
the way of moral education between the two sides. One is the 
conservatives and government side， and the other is the progressives 
and teachers's union side. This is， of course， one reflection of 
opposition of these .two campus from around 1950， which was arisen 
from the political opposition between capitalism and socialism， and 
from the dissolution and confusion of value systems after the war. 
The conservative side insisted upon the establishment of moral 
education as independent subject in school curriculum， and in its 
contents much more Japanese traditional and national traits should 
be included and the nation pride and national consciousness had to 
be emphasized. On the other hand， the progressives' camp took a 
stand against it， for the reason that such opinion aimed to revive 
the Shushin and use it as the best means to the rise and growth of 
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important and central disputed points in " nation-wide. ，.' This means 
that education has been used as a means to attain1 the political 
opinions and ideologies. 80， particularly.. moral education has 
become such a disputed point. 
Anyway， at the results of controversy from the beginning of 
1950' s， f.inally 'in， 1958， it was settled . that moral education in 
schools should be carried out by one school hour per each week (in 
Japan， one school hour is 45 minutes at elementary schools， 50 
minutes at lower secondary schools) so both schools， 35 weeks in a 
school year in each grade. The contents of this moral education are 
prescribed by the Ministry of Education， which has been arranged 
items for elementary schools and lower secondary schools. These 
items are ranging from the individual '~orality in everyday-life to 
international understandings and good-will. 
. This new style of moral education in schools has been the 
result of the government policy which made 'the course of study' 
prescribed by the Ministry of Education compulsive to all elementa-
ry， lower and upper secondary schools， regardless of public or 
private， from 1958. And also， by this policy， to the upper 
secondary schools' curriculum， the study of Ethics， Society， Poli-
tics and Economics has been added as a new subject for moral 
education from 1963. 
Although both camps.were very antagonistic and their opinions 
about moral education. were sharply divided in 1950's， nowadays， in 
my views， the systems andt contents of moral education in schools 
have not so much' problems， because the basic principle of it is 
determined by the spirit of the Fundamental. Law of Education of 
1947， that is to say，. moral education should aim at the full 
development of personality， imbued with the independent spirit， and 
also with the public spirit. And at the same time， moral education 
in school must be proceeded hands in hands with moral education in 
family and social life. 
Finally， I'd like to propose my opinion about the moral 
education in Japan. Of course the characteristic and nature of 
moral education depends upon cultural characteristic and nationality 
itself， so there are many facets or problems about moral education 
in Japan. 
Amongst such many problems， 1 want to take up only one problem. 
That is the possibility of moral education for the formation of 
individual and public spirit. Traditionally Japanese culture and 
social life has been deter‘mined by the so to speak， 'groupism' or 
Familism' or psudo-familism. One of the American sociologist， David 
Riesman once classified typical world culture and human life as， 
tradition，-directed， inner-directed， and other-directed one. But， in 
my opinion， when you want to understand the basic characteristic of 
the Japanese， her culture and social life， it is more suitable to 
set u:p' another caiegory， that is， 'Group-directed' cul ture. 
AS.far as this group-mindedness' 'in Japanese spiritual climate 
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i s concerned，we can expi a i n i t from many factors. That 1 S， 
geographical separation 'from other countr ies ， '.~"" . homegenei ty race， 
language， religion and so forth. 
And also， historically speaking， such a group -directed charac-
ter or 'group-mindedness' in Japanese culture might be one result 
from Confusianism. Because， the basic moral principle of Confusian-
ism is the family's moral. Political moral in Confusianism is one 
of the attention of family moral. Beside with this， we must add the 
factor of political seclusionism in Tokugawa-Japan. 
This， 1 mean， seclusion policy in two side， one is (for 
example， fief-system or the system of rigid' social stratification， 
another is outer one， that is， seclusionIsm towards the foreign 
countries by the Tokugawa government. So， roughly speaking， Japanese 
society been a 'closed society'. This basic characteristic has not 
changed in spite of policy of opening to foreign countries by Meiji-
government. 
Needless to say， this group-mindedness has had both merits and 
demerits on the process of the modernization after the Meiji-
Restration until present days. For example， the rapid progress of 
modernization in， Meiji-era， the reconstruction and economic recover 
and growth after the World-War-II could be seen by the results of 
this Japanese group-directed spirit. 
At the same time， this spirit has another side， it is just like 
the other side of the same coin. That is to say， this group-
mindedness has an exclusive characteristic. This， exclusiveness 
appears not only in the relation to the foreigners and foreign 
culture， but also in the many fields of Japanese social. life itself， 
political， economie， academic， educational， and other fields. For 
example， from the political world to gang society， you can"'find many 
factions， Batsu in Japanese. 
Japanese， on the one hand， want to be free and emancipate one-
self from such groups on factions， and at the same time， becomes to 
depend upon th.is fact ion ism. So， i f 1 use a psychological term， 
Japanese are on the ambivalent condition in terms of groups. 
So the most important problem of education in Japan is， 1 
think， to make the independent and autonomous character who has the 
strong spirit for cooperation with others (within and out of the 
nation) and public mind. This is also the same problem with the 
transformation from 'closed society' to 'open society' and 'open 
group-mindedness' in Japanese spiritual climate. 
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